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le two
new generators are shown in block
form in Fig. 2. The r-f oscillators in
both generators are essentially the
same and use type 5 675 pencil triodes
operating in modified Colpitts circuits. In both generators the oscillators cover their respective ranges in 5
bands as shown in the accompanying
table. Each band has a calibrated
scale length of approximately 10
inches, giving an overall scale length
of some 50 inches for the complete
range. The tuning capacitors are deCOPYRIGHT 1954 HEWLETT-PACKARD CO.
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Fig. 2. Circuit awangements for -hp- 608C-D generators. Blocks drawn in dashed lines
are included only tn Model 6080.

signed with a modified straight-linefrequency plate shape so that the
tuning dial calibrations, although
not linear, are not unduly compressed at the high frequencies.
BAND COVERAGE

I

Band

“A”
“B”
“C”
“D’
“E”

608C

608D

10-21mc
21-43 mc
“43-95 mc
95-215 mc
215-480 mc

10-20 mc
20-42 mc
“42-90 mc
90-200 mc
200-420 mc

I

To achieve a high order of stability for the generated frequency,
a number of special measures have
been taken in the design of the r-f
oscillator circuits. Mechanical instabilities have been reduced by designing the tuning capacitors to be
split-stator types which avoid sliding
contacts. T o reduce temperature effects, the tuning capacitor plates and
some of the tuning coils have been
formed from low temperature coefficient invar. The tuning coils are
mounted on a heavy turret formed
from glass-fiber-reinforced polyester
resin which has a low temperature
coefficient of expansion.
Line voltage effects have been
minimized through use of regulated
-

*For those working with 39-49 mc rv i-f. circuits,
the generators can be calibrated on speaal order
down to 39 rnc on the “C” band.

plate supplies and by supplying
heater power for the r-f tubes from
a special regulator multivibrator.
Use of this multivibrator maintains
heater voltage on the r-f tubes constant within approximately 0.05 volt
for +lo% line voltage changes.
The r-f amplifiers in both generators use type 5876 pencil triodes
operating in grounded-grid cathodemodulated circuits. Tuning capacitors for the oscillators and amplifiers
are ganged to achieve single-dial
tuning, although the amplifier capacitor is provided with a peaking
trimmer operated from the front
panel. The drive system for the
ganged capacitors and tuning dial
is a 50:l ground worm reduction
drive which is ball-bearing supported throughout. A constant-tension type spring loading minimizes
backlash.
ACCURACY

The basic tolerance in the frequency calibration of both the 608C
and 608D has been held to 1%.This
is the tolerance of the tuning dial
calibration under all normal conditions of line voltage, room temperatures, and reasonable state of
tube and component age.
Since the Model 608D includes a
crystal calibrator, however, it is possible to obtain much higher accu-
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racy of output frequency in that
instrument. The calibrator operates
at a fundamental frequency of 5
megacycles and provides check
points at multiples thereof throughout the 10 to 420 megacycle range of
the 608D.
The calibrator itself is rated as
being accurate within O.Ol%, a rating derived from the use of a
0.005%-tolerance crystal in the calibrator circuit. The accuracy of generator frequency obtainable through
use of the calibrator naturally depends somewhat on the generator
frequency selected. If an integral
multiple of 5 megacycles is desired,
it can be selected within at least a
hundred cycles of the 0.01% calibrator tolerance. Frequencies between the 5-megacycle check points
can be interpolated using the linear
calibrations which are provided on
the frequency control.
This feature is intended chiefly for
use at the higher frequencies where
interpolation will give accuracies of
within at least 0.1%.
The calibrator is designed to be
used with headphones and is arranged so that the beat-notes appear
automatically as the main frequency
dial is tuned through check points.
An audio amplifier with a panel control for adjusting the amplifier output to a convenient audio level is
included as part of the calibrator.
To complete the calibration arrangement in the Model GOSD, the
fiducial for the frequency dial has
been d t djmtable. A control
near the dial positions the fiducial
horizontally over a limited range to
standardize the dial calibration, if
desired, in the vicinity of any check
point.

9

MODULATION

Although both generators have
been designed so that the r-f oscillator is isolated from the modulated
stage, isolation of the oscillator has
been made even more complete in
the Model 608D by inserting a buffer
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Fig. 3. Representation of how a-m response is obtained in a-m receivers from
f - m in signal source. Note that response
from f - mwill be largely second and higher harmonics of modulating frequency.
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ment procedure will tend to shift
the center frequency of the receiver
selectivity characteristic to one side
or the other of the carrier frequency.
These considerations show that
for proper receiver evaluation it is
necessary that the f-m deviation be
small compared to the bandwidth of
the receiver to be tested. In the vhf
range where receivers may have 3 db
bandwidths of 50 to 100 kc, only a
few kilocycles of f-m deviation can
be tolerated if accurate measurements of receiver sensitivity are to
be made.
Actual f-m deviation in the output
of the Model 608D is shown in the
typical performance curves of Fig. 4.
By comparison, when the Model
608D is 50% a-m modulated, incidental f-m is rated as causing carrier
deviations of less than 1 part in l(r
or 1,000 cps, whichever is smaller.
As shown in Fig. 4, incidental f-m
deviation in the Model 608D is typically much less than even this stringent rating.
In the 608C‘s, where a buffer stage
is not used, incidental f-m is still
small because of the master-oscillator-power-amplifier circuit arrangement. Typically, however, f-m deviation is some three to four times
greater than in the 6OSDs.

amplifier between the oscillator and
amplifier (Fig. 2). The buffer is designed as an untuned, wide-band
stage using a type 6BC4 triode and
a four-terminal coupling network.
The importance of achieving a
low order of incidental f-m in the
design of any a-m signal generator
is indicated in Fig. 3. While this
illustration is a simplified portrayal
of a complicated mathematical problem involving a number of variables
such as sweep rate, selectivity curve
shape, and modulation index, it
serves to represent the results obtained. If the carrier deviation caused
by f-m in a generator is significant
compared to the bandwidth of an
a-m receiver under test as shown in
the illustration, the receiver will
have a considerable output arising SINE AND PULSE MODULATION
from the f-m. This output will be in
Both the 608C and 608D have been
addition to the desired a-m response. designed to be capable of sine-wave
Two modulation responses will thus or pulse modulation, and both are
be combined in the receiver’s detec- provided with a direct-reading modtor so that an erroneous evaluation ulation meter which monitors perwill be made of the receiver’s sensi- centage modulation for sine-wave
tivity. In high-selectivity receivers, modulation. For self-modulation
it is not at all uncommon for the f-m purposes, the generator circuits inresponse to mask the desired a-m clude an internal sine-wave modulatresponse. If the generator is being ing oscillator which can be switched
used for alignment purposes, the for either 400- or 1,000-cps operareceiver will usually be misaligned tion.
under these circumstances, because
The modulation circuits have been
maximum receiver response will made sufficiently wide-band so that
often occur when the carrier fre- the generators can be modulated by
quency falls on a high-slope portion externally-applied frequencies from
of the receiver selectivity charac- 20 cps to at least 100 kc or by pulses
teristic. The result is that the align- as short as 1 microsecond.
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Fig. 4. Typical incidental f - min Model
6080 VHP Signal Generator.

The bandwidth of the r-f circuits
determines the minimum width
practical for pulse modulation. At
the higher frequencies pulses as
short as 1 microsecond will result in
good output pulse shape as shown
in Fig. 5a. At lower and lower carrier frequencies, the rise time of the
r-f circuits increases (Fig. 5b) so that
pulses having a minimum width
of approximately 5 microseconds

(a)
One and fiue microsecfd pulses at 400
mc camer.

One and fiue microsecond pclses at 90 mc
carrier (top o f C band).
Fig. 5. Oscillograms of typical rectified
output pulses from new Model 608C-D
Signal Generators.
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obove 15 mc at output levels of 0 dbm
and below for modulation frequencies 20
cps to 100 kc. Input requirements, 0.5 v
rnns across :5,03b ohmi.
MODULATION METER ACCURACY: f10% of
reading from 30% to 95% modulation.
ENVELOPE DISTORTION: Less than 5% at
30% sine wave modulation and less than
10% a t 50% sine wave modulotion.
EXTERNAL PULSE MODULATION: 40 mc to
220 mc: Combined rise and decoy time of
r-f pulse less than 4 microseconds. 220 mc
to 420 mc: Combined rise and decay time
of r-f pulse less thon 1 microsecond. Positive 5 volt peak pulse required.
RESIDUAL FREQUENCY MODULATION: Less
thon 1,000 cycles at 50% amplitude mod-

o r r-T pulse less man I microsecono. rosltive 5 volt peak pulse required.
CRYSTAL CALIBRATOR: Included i n Model
608D only.
FREQUENCY DRIFT: Less than 0.005% over a
10 minute interval after initial instrument
warmup.
OUTPUT LEVEL: 0.1 microvolt to 1.0 volt (into
a 50-ohm resistive load).
RESIDUAL FREQUENCY MODULATION: Less
thon 0.0025% at 30% amplitude modulotion for RF output frequencies from 21
to 480 mc.
PRICE: -hp- Model 608C VHF Signal Genera, ? Z to 480 mc-$850.00 f.0.b. Palo
tor,
AI.- 10F -mc
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usually improved by a factor of two
or three times.
The internal impedance of both
generators is held sufficiently close
to 50 ohms so that a VSWR of less
than 1.2 is obtained. Thus, if the
generators are operated into a 50ohm resistive load, less than 0.04 db
of power loss due to generator mismatch will occur. If the load VSWR
is, say, 1.2, less than 0.2 db mismatch

Signal Generator Output Fuse
A special fuseholder has been designed to
protect the output circuits of the -hp- Model
608 signal generators from accidental application of reverse powers of burnout magnitude.
Such burnouts con occur with aircraft type
transceivers when the microphone button i s
pressed or the muting relay sticks while the
generator i s connected to the antenna cable.
The output of the transmitter i s then applied
to the low-power components in the signal generator output circuits with the result that burnout of some of these components may occur.
The fuseholder

shown in the illustration

INUED

prevents these accidental burnouts. A 1/16am-

l8C and 608D

pere fast instrument fuse supplied in the holder

:rsede the for1 608B which
d.
.H.
E. Oueracker

permits continuous,operation at full generator
output but burns out a t approximately 0.4
watt, sufficient to protect the generator circuits.
Ten extra fuses are provided with the holder.
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-hpMODE1 608A-95A
FU! iEHOLDER
OVERLOAD PROTECJION: Burnout occurs a t
opproximotely 0.4 watt. Fuse may be
operated contirluously ot 0.2 watt.
SWR: 1.35 or less when terminated by 50ohm matched lood. 1.60 or less when
terminoted b y ..hp- 608 Attenuator.
INSERTION LOSS: Nominally 0.5 db.
FUSE: Military-F 01GR062A. Commercial8AG 1/16 amp fost instrument fuse. (Littelfuse No. 36’1.062 or Buss MJW 1/16.)
CONNECTORS: T)rpe N male to Type N
femole.
SIZE: 13/16” dionneter x 4%” long.
WEIGHT: 1 Ib. poc:ked for shipment.
ACCESSORIES FUIPNISHED: 10 extro fuses.
PRICE: $30.00 f.0.t >.Polo Alto, Californio.

